
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
INTERNAL REGULATION 

 

Article 1 

Upon arrival, the camper has the duty to register at the campsite reception. At the time of 
registration, the camper is obliged to hand over the identity documents of all the people staying at 
the campsite, as these must be entered in the Customer Register. 

Article 2 

People wishing to visit the guests of the campsite must hand over a document at the entrance. If 
the stay in the campsite exceeds 60 minutes, the list rate will be applied. The Management has the 
right to deny entry to visitors at any time. Visitors will not be able to use the internal parking, 
subject to availability, at the discretion of the management upon payment of the expected fee. 
The client of the campsite is required to make sure that his guests are in possession of the 
authorization of the Management and is responsible for their behavior within the campsite. 

Article 3 

Adults are responsible for the behavior of their children, whose liveliness, education and needs 
cannot be at the expense of the peace, safety and hygiene of the other Guests. In addition, the 
little ones must always be accompanied by an adult to the toilets and be supervised while bathing 
in the lake and while using the leisure facilities. The Guest undertakes to pay compensation for 
damage caused by minors also against third parties. 

Article 4 

All campers, by law, must notify the management of their departure. The payment of the 
temporary stay and the departure itself must be made by 12.00 on the day of departure if the 
departure does not take place within the prescribed period, the customer will be required to pay 
for the stay also on the day of departure.  

Stays beyond the established time are allowed only if agreed in advance with the management. 

Article 5 

The installation of tents and caravans must be carried out according to the directions of the 
Management. It is forbidden to carry out excavations around the pitches, delimit them with fences, 
fences, pull ropes at eye level. 

Article 6 

Access to animals is not allowed. 

Article 7 

From 2.00 pm to 4.00 pm and from 11.00 pm to 8.00 am any noise that could disturb the rest of 
the guests, including a high tone of voice, is prohibited. During the hours of rest, noisy activities 
and work that may cause disturbance are also prohibited. 
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Article 8 

It is absolutely forbidden to open the doors or modify the columns of the electrical connections. 

Article 9 

The containers of chemical toilets, as well as all other sewage and waste water collected in the 
internal systems of motorhomes, caravans, campers and other vehicles must be emptied in the 
marked spaces / areas, inside the campsite and intended for sanitation. 

Article 10 

The Management declines all responsibility for money and valuables not entrusted to the 
reception. No responsibility will be assumed by the Management for damage caused by bad 
weather or force majeure. The objects found in the campsite must be delivered to the reception in 
order to be able to return them to the rightful owner. 

Article 11 

All camping guests can enter and leave the campsite freely: during the night from 11.00 pm to 
7.00 am the entrance gate remains closed, as well as the reception-bar and only the pedestrian 
gate can be used. 

In the low season, the campsite bar may delay opening or anticipate closing or may adopt reduced 
opening hours. 

Article 12 

The sink, tubs, showers, urinals and toilets must be used correctly according to their function, 
taking into account the fact that they are toilets for the common usufruct of all campers. Dishes 
and linen can only be washed in the special sinks. 

Article 13 

Guests are advised to respect the vegetation, hygiene and cleanliness of the complex. Paper, 
plastic, glass and common waste must be separated and thrown in the appropriate containers. 

Article 14 

Fires on the ground are not allowed on the campsite or in the surrounding areas. For the 
barbecue, use the special metal braziers as long as they are raised from the ground and away 
from the vegetation. 

Article 15 

The customer is allowed to leave his vehicle in the unguarded parking area of the campsite. The 
campsite assumes no responsibility, either on its own or through insurance companies, for any 
theft or damage by third parties or due to natural events of the customer's vehicles. 

Article 16 

In the event of non-compliance with these rules, the Management will be forced to take 
appropriate measures. In the most serious cases, offenders will be removed from the campsite. All 
campsite staff is authorized to enforce the aforementioned provisions. 

 

For all further information, please contact the campsite reception. 

 

We thank you for your attention and wish you a pleasant stay in our campsite. 
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